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Jail fear for agony aunts as peers curb sex advice for
teens
Matt Wells and Angela Phillips
Fri 6 Jun 2003 07.50 BST

Editors of teen magazines fear their agony aunts could be jailed for offering responsible sex
advice to under-age girls, under a bill now passing through parliament.
The sexual offences bill, designed to prosecute paedophiles for "grooming" offences, makes it
illegal to "arrange or facilitate the commission of a child sex offence".

There are exemptions, covering advice on pregnancy, sexually transmitted diseases and
avoiding physical harm. But attempts to give "emotional" advice the same dispensation have
been thwarted in the Lords.

Celia Duncan, the editor of Cosmo Girl, a monthly magazine whose average reader is aged 15-
16, said she feared the consequences. "This bill is unclear. Agony aunts could be prosecuted."

She said that for many teenage girls, magazines were their only sources of information on
relationships. "We get about 500 texts, emails and letters a week. They ask things like, 'How do
you know when you are ready for sex? Does it hurt? What does it feel like?'

"We did a survey and 73% said they didn't feel comfortable talking to anyone about these
issues. They write to us because it's anonymous. At the moment, we make clear that under-age
sex is illegal, but we ask them if they are ready for it, and if they are aware of contraception.
How will we answer these letters in future?"

She said teen magazines played a "vital role" in the sex education of teenagers, in the absence
of an effective national programme at school. Levels of teenage pregnancy are lower in
countries such as the Netherlands where attitudes are most open, she said, but highest in
places like the US where discussion is most restricted.

The Periodical Publishers' Association wants to get the exemptions extended, but a proposed
amendment to the bill was rejected on Tuesday by the Home Office minister Lord Falconer,
who said the exemptions were sufficient. The association's solicitor, Clare Hoban, rejected
Lord Falconer's claim. "What it fails to address is that advice and information about the
emotional aspects of relationships is inextricably linked to important sexual health issues."

She said "militant" campaigners would seize the first opportunity to mount a private
prosecution.

"People under the age of 16 are sexually active...There is a crying need for responsible
information to counter playground misinformation."

In the past, teen magazines have been criticised for being too explicit. The industry was forced
to introduce a code of conduct in response to a campaign led by the Tory MP Peter Luff, who
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was appalled by the content of Sugar magazine. Now, say editors, the teenage magazine
arbitration panel keeps them in line.

Other organisations fear they may also be affected by the bill. Ute Navidi, of Childline, said it
was "a very worrying development", and feared that the helpline's counsellors would be
prosecuted for advising the 16,000 children who called last year.

"Our work would be very circumscribed," she said. "We would have to say to children they can
ring us about anything other than sexual matters. It is bizarre that ears are being closed to the
real concerns of real children."

Since you’re here…
… we have a small favour to ask. As the climate crisis escalates, The Guardian is standing
alongside those taking part in this week’s global climate strike. And in the run-up to a major
UN climate summit on 23 September, we are joining forces with more than 250 news
organisations to increase climate coverage across the global media. The climate emergency is
the defining issue of our times, and we are committed to being truthful, resolute and
undeterred in pursuing our journalism.

More people are reading and supporting The Guardian’s independent, investigative journalism
than ever before. And unlike many news organisations, we have chosen an approach that
allows us to keep our reporting accessible to all, regardless of where they live or what they can
afford. But we need your ongoing support to keep working as we do.

The Guardian will engage with the most critical issues of our time – from the escalating climate
catastrophe to widespread inequality to the influence of big tech on our lives. At a time when
factual information is a necessity, we believe that each of us, around the world, deserves
access to accurate reporting with integrity at its heart.

Our editorial independence means we set our own agenda and voice our own opinions.
Guardian journalism is free from commercial and political bias and not influenced by
billionaire owners or shareholders. This means we can give a voice to those less heard, explore
where others turn away, and rigorously challenge those in power.

We need your support to keep delivering quality journalism that’s open and independent.
Every reader contribution, big or small, is so valuable. Support The Guardian from as little as
€1 – and it only takes a minute. Thank you.
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